To enlighten the spirit of Ramadhan, CMLHS organised Tazkirah Ramadhan Series every Friday morning. Three speakers were invited to deliver a talk on various topics. On 27 July, Tuan Sidek Tuan Muda kicked off this talk series by sharing some points on how Ramadhan Could Take Muslims to Taqwa. He generally defined taqwa as God-fearing attributes, and continued the talk with different meaning of taqwa, its attributes and ways to attain this quality. On 3 August, the second Tazkirah Ramadhan was delivered by Dr Mansor Sulaiman with a few points on The Road to Heaven. He also weaved his talk with stories from Al-Quran such as from Surah Mudaththir, Shuara and Anbiya which reminded Muslims to the right path. The final talk was delivered by Dr Mahyuddin Ismail on 10 August at the UMP Library Auditorium. The expectant crowds turned up for this hot topic revolving around issues of sorcery, black magic and alternative medicine in Islam. Dr Mahyuddin expounded the issues based on the findings from his extensive research. Many issues on contemporary practices related to unseen creatures were raised by most of the participants for Dr Mahyuddin to clarify. He concluded this general concern with the advice to realise the Oneness of Allah Almighty.